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Professional Web APIs with PHP: eBay, Google, Paypal, Amazon, FedEx plus Web FeedsWrox Press, 2006
As the only book that details how to integrate different APIs and web feeds in PHP so websites can leverage content from eBay, Google, PayPal, Amazon, and FedEx, this hands-on guide takes you step by step through each stage of the API process. Experienced PHP programmer Paul Michael Reinheimer walks you through the production and consumption angles...
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Integration of ICT in Smart OrganizationsIdea Group Publishing, 2006
The production and service of the 21st century is based on distributed or networked organizations. The denomination of these organizations can be different (extended-, virtual-, smart-organization, etc.), but there are some main important common characteristics. In this type of organizations, flexible, independent organizational and production...
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JavaServer PagesO'Reilly, 2000
This comprehensive guide to JavaServer Pages (JSPs), a fast-growing technology for Web developers, teaches you how to embed server-side Java into Web pages, while also offering full access to other features such as JavaBeans, Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB), and JDBC database access. The reference JSP implementation is the freely available Apache Tomcat...
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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2000
The Java Message Service (JMS) provides a way for the components of a distributed application to talk asynchronously, or for welding together legacy enterprise systems. Think of it as application-to-application e-mail. Unlike COM, JMS uses one or more JMS servers to handle the messages on a store-and-forward basis, so that the loss of one or more...
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XForms EssentialsO'Reilly, 2003
XForms Essentials is an introduction and  practical guide to the new XForms specification. Written by Micah Dubinko, a  member of the W3C XForms working group and an editor of the specification, the  book explains the how and why of XForms, showing readers how to take advantage  of them without having to write their...
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Adobe Acrobat 8 PDF BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The Acrobat PDF Bible preaches the gospel of the Portable Document Format (PDF) with religious thoroughness. Written by Ted Padova, a knowledgeable lecturer, businessman, and PDF zealot, it covers the fundamentals of Adobe Acrobat; the process of creating and enhancing documents with links, movies, and sounds; and the benefits of PDF on...
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Understanding Digital Signal Processing (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2004
Amazon.com's top-selling DSP book for 5 straight years-now fully updated!
Real-world DSP solutions for working professionals!  

Understanding Digital Signal Processing, Second Edition is quite simply the best way for engineers, and other technical professionals, to master and apply DSP techniques. Lyons has updated and expanded his...
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Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World's Most Successful BusinessesWilliam Morrow, 2013

	Innovate or die


	For thirty years, Gary Shapiro has observed the world's most innovative businesses from his front-row seat as leader of the Consumer Electronics Association. Now he reveals the ten secrets of "ninja innovators" like Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and many others.


	What does it take to...
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The Scrum Field Guide: Agile Advice for Your First Year and Beyond (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Extensively revised to reflect improved Scrum practices and tools, this edition adds an all-new section of tips from the field. 


	


	
		The 1st Edition has a 5-Star Amazon Customer Rating and 135 reviews.

		

		Thousands of organizations are adopting Scrum to...
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Getting Started with Containerization: Reduce the operational burden on your system by automating and managing your containersPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Choose the smarter way to learn about containerizing your applications and running them in production.

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy and manage highly scalable, containerized applications with Kubernetes
	
			Build high-availability Kubernetes clusters
	
			Secure your...
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Serverless Applications with Node.js: Using AWS Lambda and Claudia.jsManning Publications, 2019

	Summary

	

	Serverless Applications with Node.js walks you through building serverless apps on AWS using JavaScript. Inside, you'll discover what Claudia.js brings to the table as you build and deploy a scalable event-based serverless application, based around a pizzeria that's fully integrated with AWS...
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Programming Google App EngineGoogle Press, 2012

	
	
		On the Internet, popularity is swift and fleeting. A mention of your website on a popular
	
		blog can bring 300,000 potential customers your way at once, all expecting to find out
	
		who you are and what you have to offer. But if you’re a small company just starting
	
		out, your hardware and software aren’t...
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